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From: Joan Seemai i <jseem@earthlink~net>
To: "sharync@ris.net" <sharync@ris.net>, "jerifry~fone.net" <jerifry~fone.net>, Deyon
Boughton <LynDe@msn.com>, "Sarah M. Fields" <smfieids@mocLnet>, kevin
rinnander <.umraindeer@misn.com>
Subject: [Fwd: Ew: (CG - nuclearl.htm]
Date: Thu, 26 Sep 2002 22:38:28 -0700
•'/C~OTTER

HAS NEVER H;•D AN ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENT COMPLETED BY THEM--

NRC OR CPE...
The NRC responded 7:ecently that the State of Colorado would have to
complete one since they are an NRC agreement state...
Seems the NRC forget their
statement in the late
1970's that assured the
NWF that they would! complete the EIS. NRC was sued by the National

Wildlife Federation (NWF).
NWF was trying to stop the construction of
the new surface impoundments SOoooo .............
close to the general
public and in confl~ict with the NRC regulation that states:
O

0 should be

~In judiling the adequacy of existing tailing sites they
REMOTE FROM POPULATED AREAS .........

Should the tailing:; be moved to another location??? Colorado has
removed approximately 14 uranium mill tailing sites that were
threatening rivers and streams....How about the threat to Lincoln Park
residents?
Joan S

• •-_L--•

lk4 ......
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Plutonium
Plutonium (chemical symrbol Pu) is a radioactive metal with Atomic
Number 94. Plutonium is considered a man-made element, although
scientists have found trace amounts of naturally occurring
plutonium produced under highly unusual geologic circumstances.
The most corrrTon radioisotopes of plutonium are plutonium- 238,
plutonium- 239, and plutonium-240.

*People and Discoveries
*Commonly Encountered
Radionuclides
* Americium-241
• Cesium-137
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The Basics
Who discovered plutonium?
Plutonium was identified by nuclear chemist Glenn T. Seaborg and his colleagues Joseph W.

a

Kennedy, Edwin M. McMillan, and Arthur C. Wahl, in 1941 at the University of California

-

Berkeley. However, wartime secrecy prevented them from announcing the discovery until 1948.

W Where does plutonium come from?2150

7

Plutonium is created from uranium in nuclear reactors. When uraniurn-238 absorbs a neutron, it
becomes uraniumn-239 which ultimately decays to plutonium-239. Different isotopes of uranium
and different combinations of neutron absorptions and radioactive decay, create different
isotopes of plutonium.
Some of the plutoniumn-239 in the fuel rods bums (fissions) along with uranium and helps produce
heat, which is converted into electricity. As fission continues, the reaction products remain in the
fuel pellets and absorb neutrons, slowing ("poisoning") the fission process. Finally, the ratio of
poisons to fissional materials reaches a point at which the fuel is said to be "spent" and must be
replaced. However, even spent fuel contains some plutonium.
The majority of plutonium was produced for nuclear weapons in several government reactors
designed to maxirmize the production of plutonium. Between 1944 and 1988, the U.S. built and
operated these 'production reactors' at high-security government facilities. In all, the U.S.
produced about 100 metric tons of plutonium.

S

The reactors made plutonium by bomb~arding special fuel rods containing uranium with neutrons.
Once the maximum amount of plutonium was produced, workers removed the fuel rods (now
called 'spent fuel') from the reactor. The spent fuel rods were extremely radioactive, and the
process for recovering the plutonium used only remote-controlled equipment.
First workers used strong acid to dissolve the fuel rods. Then they treated the mixture with
chemicals to precipitate the plutonium so that it would settle out. The process was very
expensive and at the time made plutonium about the most expensive material on earth. This
processing also left behind over 100 rrillion gallons of exceedingly hazardous nixed wastes of
acids and radioactive fission products. Part of our legacy of nuclear weapons production is
dealing with these high-level wastes.
In extremely rare cases, rocks with a high localized concentration of uranium can provide the
right conditions for making small amounts of plutonium naturally. This natural process is called
spontaneous fission. Only very small (trace) amounts of natural plutonium have ever been found
in nature.

What are the properties of plutonium?
Plutonium is a silvery-grey metal that becomes yellowish when exposed to air. It is solid under
normal conditions, and is chemically reactive.
Plutonium has at least 15 different isotopes, all of which are radioactive. The most common ones
are Pu-238, Pu-239, and Pu-240. Pu-238 has a half-life of 87.7 years. Plutonium-239 has a halflife of 24,100, and Pu-240 has a half-life 6,560 years. The isotope Pu-238 gives off useable heat,

abecause of its radioactivity.

What is plutonium used for?
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Plutoniumn-239 is used to make nuclear weapons. For examp~le, the bombt dropped on Nagasaki,
Japan, in 1945, contained Pu-239. The plutonium in the bomrb undergoes fiso in an arrangement
that assures enormous energy generation and destructive potential.
*

The isotope, plutoniumn-238, is not useful for nuclear weapons. However it generates significant
heat through its decay process, which make it useful as a long-lived power source. Using a
thermocouple, a device that converts heat into electric power, satellites rely on plutonium as a
power source. Tiny amounts also provide power to heart pacemakers.

•

Sorm foreign cnuntries nix isotopes of plutonium and uranium to manufacture special reactor fuel
calle~d miuxed-oxide fuel, for commercial nuclear power reactors. The plutonium increases the
power output. The U.S. does not ctimntnlly manufactinm mivpdl-nyirl fiel. hut kfi funding research
in this type of reactor fuel as a means of dealing with excess plutonium in U.S. stockpiles.

Exposure to Plutonium

eeni•me

L[

..,
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How does plutonium get into thenvrmnt
Plutonium was dispersed world wide from atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons conducted
during the 1950s and '60s. The fallout from these tests left very low concentrations of plutonium
in soils around the world.

*

Nuclear weapons production and testing facilities (Hanford, WA; Savannah River, GA; Rocky Flats,
CO; and The Nevada Test Site, in the United States, and Mayak and Semi Plafinsk in the former
Soviet Union), also released small amounts. Some releases have occurred in accidents with
nuclear weapons, the reentry of satellites that used Pu- 238, and from the Chemobyl nuclear
reactor accident.

How does plutonium change in the environment?
All isotopes of plutonium undergo radioactive decay. As plutonium decays, it releases radiation
and formrs other radioactive isotopes. For examrple, Pu-238 emits an alpha particle and becomes
uraniumn-234; Pu-239 emits an alpha particle and becomes uraniumn-235.
This process happens slowly since the half-lives of plutonium isotopes tend to be relatively long:
Pu-238 has a half-life of 87.7 years; Pu-239 has a half-life is 24,100 years, and Pu-240 has a
half-life of 6,560 years. The decay process continues until a stable, non-radioactive element is
formed.

How do people come in contact with plutonium?
Residual plutonium from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing is dispersed widely in the
environment. As a result, virtually everyone comes into contact with extremely small amounts of
plutonium.

O

People who live near nuclear weapons production or testing sites may have increased exposure to
plutonium, primarily through particles in the air, but possibly from water as well. Plants growing in
contaminated soil can absorb small amounts of plutonium.

07

How does plutonium get into the body?205

People may inhale plutonium as a contaminant in dust. It can also be ingested with food or water.
Most people have extremely low ingestion and inhalation of plutonium. However, people who live
near government weapons production or testing faiiismay haeicesdexposure.Pltnu

*

exposure external to the body poses very little health risk.

4What

does plutonium do once it gets into the body?

The stomach does not absorb plutonium very well, and most plutonium swallowed with food or
water passes from the body through the feces. When inhaled, plutonium can remain in the lungs
depending upon its particle size and how well the particular chemical form dissolves. The chemical
forms that dissolve less easily may lodge in the lungs or move out with phlegm, and either be
swallowed or spit out. But, the lungs may absorb chemical forms that dissolve more easily and
pass them into the bloodstream.
Once in the bloodstream, plutonium moves throughout the body and into the bones, liver, or
other body organs. Plutonium that reaches body organs generally stays in the body for decades

and continues to expose the surrounding tissue to radiation.-

Health Effects of Plutonium

O

~f
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How can plutonium affect people's health?

External exposure to plutonium poses very little health risk, since plutonium isotopes emit alpha
radiation, and almost no beta or gammra radiation. In contrast, internal exposure to plutonium is
an extremely serious health hazard. It generally stays in the body for decades, exposing organs
and tissues to radiation, and increasing the risk of cancer. Plutonium is also a toxic metal, and
may cause damage to the kidneys.

Is there a medical test to determine exposure to plutonium?
There are tests that can reliably measure the amount of plutonium in a urine sample, even at
very low levels. Using these measurements, scientists can estimate the total amount of plutonium
present in the body. Other tests can measure plutonium in soft tissues (such as body organs)
and in feces, bones, and milk. However, these tests are not routinely available in a doctoras office
because they require special laboratory equipment.

Protecting People from Plutonium
What can I do to protect myself and my family from plutonium?
Since plutonium levels in the environment are very low, they pose little risk to most people.
*However,
people who live near government weapons production or testing sites may have higher
exposure.
Plutonium particles in dust are the greatest concern, because they pose the greatest health risk.
People living near government weapons facilities can track radiation monitoring data made

available by site personnel. If radiation levels rise, they should follow the radiation protection
instructions given by site personnel.

07

W HOW do I know if I'm near plutonium?205
You must have special equipment to detect the presence of plutonium.

What is EPA doing to protect us from plutonium?
EPA sets health-based limits on radiation in air, soil, and water. Federal government agencies are
required to meet EPA standards the same as commnercial industries. Using its authority under the
Safe Drinkina Water Act, EPA limits the amount of radiation in commrunity water systerrs by
establishing maximum contaminant levels. Maximum Contaminant Levels limit the amount of
activity from alpha emitters, like plutonium, to 15 picocuries per liter.
•
_ -,
o-L'
-_=
EPA also protects people against exposure from soil and ground water from sites t hatihave been
contaminated with plutonium. We set criteria that ~oil and ground water from the sites must meet

before releasing the sites for public use.

•

•
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Rather than limiting the concentration of plutonium itself, the criteria limit the cancer risk the
sites pose. A person's added risk of developing cancer is limited to no more than about 1-in10,000 and if possible to 1-in-l,000,O00, or less. Under the Clean Air Act. EPA limits the dose to

0

humans from radionuclides to 10 millirem from emissions to air.

• Radionuclides in Drinkinq Water
This site provides information about radionuclides in drinking water and guidance to help
states and water systems comply with EPA's limits on radionuclides in drinking water.
* RadNESHAPS
This site provides information on EPA's National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants: Radionuclides.
EPA sets standards for radioactive waste storage and disposal facilities. We can't treat plutonium
or other radioactive materials to get rid of their radioactivity. We can only isolate and store them
until they decay. The extremely long half-lives of some plutonium radioisotopes make the
management of spent nuclear fuel, and wastes from nuclear weapons facilities a difficult problem.
One of EPA's responsibilities has been to develop public health and safety standards for the two
major U.S. nuclear waste storage and disposal facilities. The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New
Mexico stores transuranic wastes. They range from slightly contaminated clothing to barrels of
waste so radioactive that it can only be handled with remote control equipment. The proposed
Yucca Mountain repository is designed to store high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear
fuel.

*

EPA also responds to radiation emergencies. Additionally, EPA helps state and local governments
during emergencies that involve radioactive materials. We provide guidance on ways to protect
people from harmful exposure to radiation. We can also monitor radiation levels in the environment
and assess the threat to public health. We also work with international radiation protection
organizations to prepare for large scale foreign emergencies such as Chemobyl. EPA also works
with law enforcement agencies to develop counter terrorism plans.

S
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From: "Sharyn Cunningham" <sharync@ris.net>
To: "Deyon Boughton" <LynDe@msn.comu>, "Jeri Fry" <jerifry@fone.net>, "Larry
LaBuda" <larrylabuda@yahoo.com>, "Tony Belaski" <Falcon62(@att.net>
Cc: "B J Plasket" <bplasketl@msn.€om>
Subject: Plutonium at Cotter
Date: Wed, 25 Sep 2002 23:18:25 -0600

Hi everyone,
I want to keep this a little
bit under our hats for a day or so.
Joan Seeman
was told by Rebecca Thomas of EPA today that they have requested the CDPHE
investigate Cotter regarding Plutonium.
Joan has been sending Rebecca stuff
about the plutonium, and perhaps Tony's letter to the Governor got some action
or pressure on them as well.
The CDPHE are going to do testing very soon - not
tomorrow - but very soon - and we don't know when exactly, or how, or where.
Joan accidently called Phil Stof fey, so she just asked him, and he was floored
that she knew about it.
She asked if they were going to study Resnikoff's work
on this, and he said "no" and she protested.
NJ Plaskett is doing a special
story and more on the Plutonium issue at Cotter for the end of the series, I
think, and so I had her call him because he's investigating this now, but she
didn't get hold of him.
That's why I don't want to broadcast this for the moment,
coordinate with him.

O

b

BJ, if you get this call me.
Phil Stof fey will try to route you through Marion
Galant, but remind him that Rebecca Thomas has assured us that Phil "is" the
lead for the EPA, and he "is" the person to answer questions.
If he doesn't
answer, call Rebecca and let her know.
Stoffey knows we know, now!
My other concern is that I don't trust the CDPHE to solely handle this.
I feel
there needs to be an independent party or scientist, representing the community,
sampling and studying this at the same time and with the CDPHE.
I mean Goddamnit - I don't want just CDPHE & Cotter doing the tests, and then
whitewashing this like they have with everything else.
I sent a note to Cole &
Mark to see if they could put in some demands for public participation, but I
want you guys to think about this.
We need a TAG grant so that we can pay some expe
immediately.
Joan Seeman thinks you can get additional TAG money if you're
testing or studying something that hasn't already been done.
I want money for
independent experts to go along with the plutonium investigation and to test the
ponds, and that hasn't been done.
BJ's article on the Manhattan waste is
phenomenal - and Jacobi admits in it that the State has "never tested the entire
content of the old pond."
We knew that - but we'd never seen it confirmed I'm sending Rebecca Thomas an e-mail right now with a copy of BJ's article, and
asking her about the TAG grant.
Please respond, and let me know what you think.
One last thing - the front page story was exactly what we told the people at our
Public Meeting about the waste processing and how it is "sham" processing - done
for the money gotten from taking the waste, not for the material the processing will
Public Meetings, that we were ridiculed for by the Commissioners and Mayor is in
these stories.
Oh heavens - I'm Sooooo Excited!
Remember that song? Larry,
are you back yet?
Thank you BJ!

http://webmail.att.netlwmc/v/wm?cmd=Print~no=28&sid=cO

Th2

10/2/02
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From: "Sharyn Cunningham" <sharync@ris.net>
To: "Emily Tracy" <tracyeacanon@cs.com>, "Carol and Ray Dunn" <rdunn~quixnet.net>,
"Sara Kitchen" <hhkkS0sskk40@aoi~com>, "Dr. Shirley Squire"
<DrShirleySquier~aoi~com>, "Jeri Fry" <jerifry(~fone.net>, "Deyon Boughton"
<lyndeboughton@hotmaii~eom>, "Mike Stiehl" <mstiehl@earthlink.net>, "Tony
Belaski" <Faleon62@~att.net>
Subject: Something I found
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 02:34:41 -0700

Hi All,
I have clients in the morning from 8-l0am, so I won't make it there until 10:15.
I did look through some documents, and I found a copy of the lab report on
Plutonium testing done in 1994 for the Dodge v Cotter case.
I'm attaching just the PU-244 test for you to look at,
what was sampled in Joe Dodge's attic:

but basically it

states

P0-238:
0.19+/-0.03 pCi/g
(analyzed 6/17/94)
PU-239/240:
0.06+/-0.02 pCi/g(
q
PU-244 :
11.5+/-1.0 pCi/g
As you can see the PUJ-244 is very high.
Our "Sampling Plan" from last week
states that any PU-244 found above .01 pCi/g will be considered highly unusual,
and as contaminated.
Therefore, I think we should all consider the two
addresses next to the Joe Dodge site, as a possible sampling site, in the attic
of the house or out-buildings, if the owner's will agree.
Carol gave us those
addresses, and I can't remember them at the moment.
Sharyn

Attachment 1: PU Test LincPk 1994.pf (application/pdf)
[ Get E-mail I Messg List ICompose IAdd~resS Book I Mailboxes I Opti~ns I Oriinal View
Help I Feebac* I L~out AT.&T Woridnet Home)

http://webmail.att.net/wmc/v/wm?cmd=Print&no= 157&sid~c0
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IN THE UNITED STATE DISTRICT. COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Lvii Action No.
iSEPH DODGE,

-

--. ' ••L=•"

9l-Z-1861\

..

et al.,

SPlaintiffs,
•TTR CORPORATION,

Defendants.

L

?IAINTfl7St OPPO5ZTION TO MCOTION !O
IUCLUDZ PLUTONZW( DO13 REPORTS

|"•

ZNTRODUCTION

•

Defendants move this Court for an order excluding

pert testimony concerning calculations of plutonium doses and
nemorandum report; in which ths Subject i•s discussed,
lintiff a oppose.
.
Dr. Resnikoff's plutonium calculations vere performed
•5equent to submnisaion of his original report and were
IClosed in the second round of expert reports at the time Bet
Stipulation of the parties and order of the Court.
10losed in February 1998,
ItDr.

They were

the same month this Court determined

Resnikofr would not be permitted to do any plutonium

Iling at the Cotter facility
•rPorate

--

information he had planned to

into the calculations prior to submission.

a

:la~ration of Dr. Resnilcof? in Support of Motion to Compel,

ti•A hereto.

:

0057
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•submi5sion of thie re

sport, measurements of plutonium in the

I•around the Cotter site were taken and analyzed.

~j3ofhad this

done

Dr.

c

ato follow up on a statement Mr. James

~made to Dr. Resni3• (ofr and Dr.

•onium incinerator ait Cotter.

Leigh that there was a
Dr. Resnikoff performed

i

culations based on t bhe measurements and requested an
rtunity to take addLitional measurements on the Cotter site
lf so that those meeasurements could also be incorporated intoI
Lun exposure.

Dr. ResnilcoU
:'a opinions based en the off-site
on~um measurements alone were developed and provided to
tijffs, counsel for
* consideration in working memorandum form
•ober of 1994, ove
Irthree months after submission of hi..s
nal report. Disco >very and investigation were continuing at
;ime. Cotter had still not permitted plaintiff. to inspect
cuents, nor had
it permitted sampling on site. Or.
offZ expressed in the two memoranda that the opinions "of
.th additional information."

Baa Exhibit

Orandun, first •fu 11l paragraph of first page.
i• Discovery con •tinued, and after overcoming the many
S 'imposed by Cott
;er, plaintiffs were permitted to inspect
fts at the Cotter facility in 1996.

Plaintiffs

flntl~y undertook review of the voluminous documents and
Up investigation .Nothing

reCOllection.

of

onwas foundt

•

was found to contradict: Mr.

a plutonium incinerator, and no new

hat Dr. Resnikoff assessed as potentially

hi. calculatio•ns.

He requested testing on the Cotter

I

I

72015

expose that in cross-examination.

00U51

The issues raised in that

regard go to the weight of the plutonium dose testimony, and do
•ot support its exclusion. Dr. Remnikoff testified in deposition
that Mr.

Blue told him he personally worked on a nightt!ms
plutofliu3 operation, and that six others he worked with died of
lung cancer. Mr. Fixman testified in deposition that plutonium
wau present at the Cotter facility:
•:
•

Q:

Are you aware of plutonium being present at the Cotter
facility?

,"A:
SQ:
.-

....

@•l

I believe so as best I can recal1.
When do you recall plutonium being present?
I think that was of the materials that came in with the.
some of the materials called residue.

t.

•

A:
•

•Q:

Can you tell me what residue it was?

•A.
.. •

The materials we received from St. Louis that had been
previously worked on, chemically extracted. They were
tailings from I believe it was Mallsnkraut Chemical
Works in St. Louis.

*
•

zwould that be material that might be referred to as St.
-

*

Louis raffinates?

That's right.

I.What entities sent those to Cotter?
I believe we purchased them.
How is it, sir, that the St. Louis raffinates contained
Plutonium?
|Ithinkc wB had a
At was purchased. laboratory analysis sent to us before

I
"

5

o

"

-

John Reif
period,

2

elevated levels of arsenic identified in

3

community?

4

A.

15

1642
OU•7

2015

Direct

1

Yes.

are you,

-

or are you not aware that there had been
the Lincoln Park

•
c

There have been.
There is

And I hope I didn't mislead anyone.
The arsenic contamination was

arsenic there.

the original remedial investigation done by Geo

6

discussed in

7

Trans of the site.

8

concentrations were higher closer to the mill.

9

one of the reasons that I was

They calculated that the arsenic
And that was

that I pointed out that the

--

10

omission of arsenic in the 1991 report was a serious oversight

11

and should have been corrected.

12

Q.

13

you have concern about the way background exposures,

14

were analyzed in

15

A.

Now,

finally, Doctor, you mentioned background.

Was
if

- -

any,

the risk assessment?

The original risk assessment attempted to parcel out,

of divide background from mill contribution.

some ways that that may make some sense; but in

it

doesn't.

And the way it
Lincoln Park is

sort

And conceptually,

in

who lives in

did

doesn't make sense is

another way
that a person

exposed to the entire

concentration of that radionuclide or that chemical and doesn't
have any choice about whether it's
it's

from natural sources.

from the mill or whether

So what drives the risk is

the

total exposure to a person.
•• And ithrisan
demonstrated for,

excess cancer risk,

for example,

as hsbe

for water and for air in

this

9fl1R

2015
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John Reif
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Direct"'u

-

the total risk that's important to me; and the

it's

1

community,

2

division of risk into background and mill-derived is

3

to do and contentious.

4

Q.

5

cancer or some other serious disease,

6

have an opinion that the background and any contaminants should

difficult

terms of an individual's actual risk to contracting

But in

do you,

or do you not,

7 be added together?

8 A.

My opinion is very clearly that the

--

in order to

9 determine the risk, you must add the background and any other
10 external sources to get the total concentration and calculate
11 the total risk.
12 Q.

And finally,

if

you exclude background,

do you over-

or

13 underestimate the true risk?

you exclude the background?

14 A.

If

15 Q.

Yes.

16 A.

If

you would underestimate the

you exclude the background,

17 true risk.
MS.

19

Thank you,

20

THE COURT:

1MR.
2

WATSON:

Thank you.
your Honor.

Cross, please.
Your Honor,

the lunch hour at noon?
THE COURT:

3
i

SMITH:

18

at 12:30,
D

but is
MR.

do you want me to take you to

I'm comfortable breaking

--

Well, usually we've been taking lunch hour

there any chance that we can finish Dr.

WATSON:

Not before 12:30,

your Honor,

no.

Reif?

I

John Reif
1
2

THE COURT:
then,

-

2015

Direct

00 51fs44

Why don't you just go ahead for a while,

please.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
"

4

BY MIR.

WATSON:

5

Q.

Good morning,

Dr. Reif.

6

A.

Good morning,

Mr. Watson.

7

Q.

How was the trip down from Fort Collins?

8

A.

Uneventful,

Q.

Graduated there 30 years ago,

It's good to see you.

n

c

and that's good.
and you and I know it's

changed a lot since then.
MS.

SMITH:

Your Honor,

excuse me.

I do object to the

personal comments of Counsel.
THE COURT:
strike them.
BY MR.

Q.

The objection is

The jury will

sustained.

Let's continue.

WATSON:

Sir,

the report that you did in 1992 focused on the 1991

health risk assessment; correct?
A.

Correct.

Q.

And your concerns were expressed in your report that you

published and provided to the public in Lincoln Park,
Lincoln Park citizens,

the

and to the State and to Cotter and

indeed reviewed those in a public meeting there,

that

isn't

true?
A.

That's true.

Q.

Subsequent to your concerns expressed in

1992,

is

it

2015
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1

correct that your concerns and concerns expressed by others

2

about what was either appropriate in that report or not were

3

then subsequently reviewed and discussed in

4

supplemental report by Dr.

5

health risk assessment done by Dr.

the 1996

Brattin and the 1998 supplemental
Brattin?

6A. Many of the concerns that I raised and that other
in

7commenters raised following the 1991 report were,

fact,

Many of them.

8incorporated into the 1996 and 1998 documents.
9A few of them weren't.
10Q.

Sir,

11report.

could you turn to page 51 of your report,
there nine recommendations in

You list

the 1992

1992 that you

12 felt would be appropriate to revisit; correct?

13A. I listed nine recommendations,
14Q.

Let's just go through each one of them.

15years ago your Recommendation 1 is
16assessment in

18metals,

arsenic,

you say,
nickel,

lead,

What is

an RME?

24Is that correct?

Yes,

And the

didn't they?

Provide calculations for an RME,

22includes life time exposure,

.5A.

and cadmium.

they did.

And you suggest:

23

to revise the risk

include an assessment of other

19supplemental reports did that,

20A. Yes,

You said nine

accordance with comments and suggestions made in

17this report and,

21Q.

yes.

it's

correct.

It's

which

etc.
a reasonable maximum exposure.

.

O

John Reif

-

15
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1

Q.

Okay.

Explain to the jury what the RME is.

2

A.

There are two calculations that these risk assessments

3

made.

4

individual,

5

average concentration of whatever the compound is

6

community

7

case but it

8

case.

One is to

--

one is for what they call a typical

--

and the typical individual is

in the environment.
is

--

it

is

In other words,

9exposure,

a-it's

intended to get at higher levels of

but the intention of the RME is

13 Q.

fact,

Indeed,

in

the

a worse case than the typical

11more heavily exposed individuals.
in

in

The RME case is not the worst

something maybe the 75th percentile,

10percentile,

12done,

exposed to the

maybe the 90th

to also look at the

And that's been done and was

all three of these.

that's a standard target or focus of any risk

14assessment that you might do on a population base; correct?

15 A.

Correct.

16 Q.

Explain to the jury the factors that would be used by you

17to determine

--

well,

let me restate.

What were the factors that the health risk assessment

18

19panel used to determine the worse case?

First of all, what

20routes of exposure were they assuming occurred for the risk
2. related to the reasonable maximum exposure?

2 A.

First, I just have to say that I don't think this is

3correctly called worst
4that.
SQ.

It's

worse,

--

worse than typical,

And I wrote worse.

Is

yes; not worst.
yes.

that your word?

Okay.

I got
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10
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g.

3
4.
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I

larig
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0.

At any tine •uiring your amptowet'

0.

Are you awalre of avlty40Lrri

haiti

Mo.
Are you aire of Thorium 2.30 beingl

9

of the tree uranium, •lyit

No.
Are you aia re of pltuonium being

preset

bel ieve so as best I cmi recallI.
lMhen do you rec.all plutoniu

enely=ie

0,

•ow•outd nave don •that work'?

12

A,
0.

The chemist. The aIoratory peoaple.
At that tine woi.ld i t have bein Mr.

14

A.

At that tiIm e

wee• Stile chief c,•emist,

16

0.

17

A.

But he •.dd have s Lpe•rvi sod that work?
He wee si•iosred to.

0.

Would that wwteral|

0.

Thiswes1aIaoftlie

22

A.

Yes.

.

V.raft

1

ai)nlye

oil

We didli't ha've the

21
23

being

have bee

for the presne of plutonium?
•0A.

Fre~t at the Cotter fecility?7
0.

hi I 'ould hey

eru.

7!
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0.

Our tlaboratory.

TO0

18

reeaied into the air at tile Cotter site'
A.

lho ,•uld have Ocni •that work?

•.
A.

I15 le assigned the work to others.

into the air fron the Cotter site?

A.

A

Tes.
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8
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A.
0.
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5
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Memorandum
To:

R Lorenz, M Bush K Xa.tnon

From:

M Resniko• RLWMA

Date:

Jwuu'.r,*+.9

Subjects:

Pu Findings

•

Review of .he recent Pu sad Pb measurements consisted of s',tastkall anay
s~zn8
the measurements on a spreadsheet and comparing the results with Rocky Flats sad
background
•meaurmnts. We also discussed measurements issues with CEP. We are
convinced that the Pu sand Pb indings are correct and that inei"e-ence with other alpha
ernners has been eliminated. This memo sunmmarizes our Enings to-date, which., Of
course, could change with additiona/l nonmaton.

I

Pu-239
The Pu.239 concet,-ations appear, within a 95th percentile confidence inervl, to
be backgroun. Two values, for I Blue and S Claar, Penrose, are high, but the averae of'
all plutorium-239 measurements is within background. [(l~ote: we have substituted 1/2 of
the detectable hrimit for all numbers less than detectable lImits This is a standard
assumption. That is, for <0.03, we take 0.015 as the v'alue, sincelthe possible n•umber
could be anywhere between.O.03 and 0.] As seen in the table, the mean of Pu-239 values
is 0.04389 ± 0.01691. AMl values between these limits are within the 95th percentile
confidence [limit. "The lower bound is background at R:ck'y Flts thai is, the value 7

miles upwind a ok

lt.

We have also reviewed the data for Penrose for the period 1970 through 1986,.
Th'is mean is within the 95th percentile. There is no rise between 1978 an 1986. We
conclude that the Pu-239 mean is within background.

SPu.238
.....
The Pu-233 concentrations and paticularly the ratio Pu-23S,/Pu-239 are highly
unusual and statistically sinihcaican. The mean is 2.8695 ± 1.1085. Th~is ratio can be"
t Lovc.,

R,.iocty Flats Soil PutoaiuU•

MeiJ.Jue14 Dar

Ssu~vu from t970 to 1991." Colorado Depaawnm

oef

i
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€omparec to the global fallout tatio: I 2S x l0"'. That is, the average ratio at Correr is

10,000 tiries greater than expecred. If one considers the ratio of plutonium inventories
rel~a.sed by atmospheric explosions ard the burnup of th SNAP Z.3SPu space reactor,
then the ratio ofi%-233 to Pu-239 should be 9.Z'S5. = :3.6 x lO=. Thai is uie ratio near
Cotter is 100 times greater than expecd from fall-out We conclude thai Pu-238
contaminated waste has been processed at Cotter.

SPu-244 .)
,
The Pu.44 concentrations arcund Cotter are also eievued. This also is quite
"•u-u•uz and is probably due to the processing of mon~a~tit san~ds at Cotter. perhaps for
thorium,

Correlations
Though The PJz-23S and Pu.244 concentrations are elevated, there is .not a
correlaton with distance from the Cotter mall. This was to be expected since there was no

co~rreltion with distanc, for uranium or thorium either. Th~s may be due to the (act Utha
wind patterns at Canon City are quite unusal. Canon City sits within a bowl and is
somewhat sheltered from wid patterns, unless parriculates are greatly elevated by a high
s'tack and heat buoyancy. This result is quite puzzling, some concentrations in Westciif,
with a 2000' mou~ntan range between Canon City are much higher th those near Cotte.
Also, the radiation nmea.sremnrs have ahigh associated uncertainty. The most highly
correlated pa of m-awurermmnts is Pb-2lO and Pu-231; the ,orreation as statisticall
sigipfIcant to a 95th pe.rcentile confi.dece¢ level. Howeve, the pair Pb-210 ad Pu-239 is
not correated. Since Pu1-239 appears to be background, this is not surptisnj. As
expected, total Pb ad Pb-210 are not correlated, We know that tota Pb was released
fr'om the lead smaelte stak, wh•erea Pb-2 10 was releasd &om the Cotter stack. We have
not corrected any of these measurenents for irrigaton az~idthis may account for the lack
Of correlation, that is some radionuclides may be more soluble than others and dissolved
in

the intervening yean•

SKny. PW an lIT Kjjui "Pluouuu~m 1s~owpc Ra•o

as Ra• Ftau" an lHandy. UP. H#uahA ani

.wity .arnwmoy Rpepot I•e.me!. 1971 ihovghMarchu
•Saeay Laho'coi. FalloutPwgu Q~ee
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Cotter Corporation
Violations March 18-22, 2002
During an inspection conducted by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment March 18 - 22 the
following violations for noncompliance to the State of Colorado Rules and Regulations Pertainingto Radiation
Controlwere noted and reported to the Cotter Corporation.
1. RH[ 4.9 specifies requirements for assessing workers exposure to airborne radioactive materials.
Cotter did not have the proper documentation to accurately prove intake and dose calculations. The
spreadsheets on file were different than those submitted to CDPH&E and, contained numerous inconsistencies
and errors. This is a repeat violation that was previouslv cited October 13. 2000.
2.

RHl 4.5 requires licensees to develop, document, and implement an ALARA (As Low As Reasonably
Achievable) program to ensure that exposure doses to workers are as low as possible.
There was no documentation present indicating that Cotter had taken action to correct severe program

deficiencies relating to significant potential health impacts to workers and the public identified in April 3 - 5,
2001. Monthly reports indicated serious elevations of exposure to airborne radioactivity, individuals
exceeding exposure limits, improper decontamination of eating areas and the work areas located too close to
ore piles. This is a repeat violation previously cited Octob~er 13. 2000.
3.

RHB 4.6 requires that the soluble intake of uranium by individuals be limited to 10 milligrams a week.
Cotter failed to implement a program sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the 10-milligram limit. A
majority of workers tested exceed this limit. This is a repeat violation previously cited October 13. 2000.

4.

License Condition 27.3 requires the implementation of a program to take specific action when an
employee has a l5ug/L of uranium in their urine test.
No documentation was available to prove that a program exists. This is a repeat violation previouslv cited
Oc;tober 13.2001.

5.

RHt 4.13 requires that doses for an embryo/fetus be limited to not ore than 500 mrem during the entire
pregnancy.
Cotter failed to determine and document the dose to the embryo/fetus when an employee provided written
declaration of pregnancy in 2001. The worker has had a number of positive test results indicating excessive
exposure. Cotter assumed the exposure to be negligible.

6.

RHt 4.5.2 requires procedures and engineering controls to achieve a low as possible exposure dose to the
public.
UPS drivers observed entering restricted access areas of the mill property. Exposure limits in some of these
areas exceed normal exposure limits. Drivers and trucks observed leaving the mill without proper examination
to ensure that no contaminated materials were leaving the mill site.

7.

RH!4.24.1.4 through 4.24.1.5 requires facilities that use respiratory protection equipment to have a
written policy on equipment usage.
No written policy covering non-routine and emergency use, as well as length of period usage and relief from
usage was found.

8.

RH~ 4.24.1.3.4 requires facilities that use respiratory protection equipment to implement and maintain a
respiratory protection program.
Written procedures regarding the issuing, maintenance and testing of equipment, the supervision and training
of personnel using the equipment, and, written procedures for record keeping were not found.

a

.<-.

.

9.
License Condition 19.3.2 requires the retention of records for respirator maintenance, fitting and
training.
No records were found.
10. License Condition 25.2 requires in part that equipment, materials or packages released from controlled
areas for sale, reuse, resale or disposal be done only after documented radioactive decontamination
evidence exists.
Records and observations made during the inspection indicate that equipment; packages and materials that may
have alpha and beta/gamma contamination are released without documented surveys for beta/gamma
contamination.
11. RH 17.5 requires facilities that transports licensed radioactive material, or delivers licensed material to
a carrier for transport, to comply with the applicable requirements of Part 17 and the regulations
promulgated by the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT).
Proper entries were not made on the required shipping papers for hazardous substance offered for shipments
during 2001 and 2002 for shipments of uranium ore. This is critical for both the carrier and consignee and
is crucial for emergency response action in case of an accident or incident.

12. Cotter Procedure 2-3, Gamma and Beta RadiationSurveys referenced in License Condition 11.1 requires
specific procedures for testing and calibrating instruments to achieve an accurate test.
Records of beta-gamma surveys conducted in 2001 indicate that beta dose rates measured and recorded were
uncorrected. A beta correction factor was not included with the surveys. This can result in an
underestimate of true radiation exposure and excessive, unnecessary radiation exposure to workers.

13. Section 2.5 of Procedure 2-15,Release of Equipment to UnrestrictedAreas (dated 10/24/94) states

.

specifically what documentation will be noted on release forms.
Records for alpha surveys (tests) of vehicles leaving the property are not complete. Survey results were not

recorded. None of the forms reviewed were signed by the RSO (Safety Officer), or Mill Manager indicating

no review by management. This includes rail cars used for shipping hazardous materials.

14. Section 2.1 in Procedure 2-9 In Vivo Bioassay states that tests will be performed annually for workers
routinely involved with the processing of ore, or for workers exposed to 520 derived air concentration
hours of Natural Uranium in a calendar quarter, or as soon as possible for a worker with positive
uranalysis results per NRC Reg. Guide 8.22, Table 1.
Cotter performs In Vivo lung scans for workers oresent durina the month of December. Workers •involved
in these operaltions with potential for inhalation of radioactive material earlier in the year do not receive
lung scans if they are not employed in December. Cotter must perform these scans for all qualified workers
by the rule.
15. License Condition 16.3.2 states that the licensee must have an appropriate indoctrination and
orientation program appropriate to its size and complexity.
No documentation exists of retraining, re-examining, or re-certification of staff that have been conducting
chemical analysis of urine and air monitoring samples for many years. Personnel conductinf these
procedures lack college level training in Chemistry or equivalent educ~ation.
16. License Condition 27.6.3 dictates that alpha contamination tests shall be conducted at least weekly in
each lunchroom, change room or office.
Documentation of area surveys for alpha contamination were lacking fiull surveys. The only weekly survey
documents for 2001 included total alpha readings for 6/11/01, 10/1/01 and 12/31/01. Tests must include
results for removable contamination and fixed contamination in order to evaluate radiological hazards.

CDPHE Meeting 10/31/02, Questions:-

@

Testing protocol or methodology-:205
1.

07

U

Why will this test protocol from Rocky Flats work? How many test protocols
have been used at Rocky Flats? By what agencies?
Does the EPA have a Plutonium test protocol, and what is it?
Has an Aerial Gamma Study ever been done? We want this done.

4.

Why are you not testing for "all" analytes associated with uranium milling
contamination?

5.

Point out need for dust, soil, air and water testing. Why aren't they testing all of
these pathways?--c

6.

Will you composite samples from one site? What is meant by composite?

7.

How is the base background level determined (refer to Camp George West
Reports - Dr Reif)? Dr. Reif objected to locations of background wells, soil.

" 8.
9.

@10.

it

-- '

2.
3.

•P

'

'

"

Request tests such as swipes inside buildings, where Plutonium is found in the dust.
Ask for Split Sampling

-

How do we bill for the testing?

Point out Accumulated levels, what is the risk associated with the levels?

11. Please provide a list of all contaminants associated with a uranium mill, their
Maximum Contamination Levels, the health risk associated with those levels,
and what agencies these levels come from.
12. What is the difference between clean-up MCL's and "safe levels" with "no risk"?.
13. Request scientific approach, e.g. grid study.
14. Request an independent meteorology expert for wind study to help pick sites.
Assume that an incinerator existed. Determine the loft of the plume. Then determine the
prevailing wind direction for the plume at that height. Determine where particles would start
settling out. Search in that direction_ This is the issue. Close in to the incinerator, you would not
see Pu; it's like an umbrella. Further downwind Pu would begin to settle out. The reason the height
is so important is Canon City is in a bowl. W'ithin the bowl the air patterns are different than higher
up. They also need to sample in locations that have been undisturbed - no irrigation, etc. It has
been 16 years since the incinerator closed down so this is not an easy task.

15. Please provide a list of laboratories that analyze samples.
*16.

Why has there only been a "Cancer" study, and no "Toxicology" study of Lincoln
Park and Canon City?

Sites:
1.
2.
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Is permission of site owner needed in order to test?
Where are locations of all incinerators used at Cotter? What was burned?

3.

Why aren't you testing the impoundment ponds? License Renewal App review
indicates the CDPHE has no complete record of what has been processed
and disposed of at Cotter.

4.

Test the train tracks, that is how Rocky Flats and other stuff came (derailment DFC).

5.

Request school testing be done over Christmas Break.

6.

Request Spin School, new and old sites, be tested.

7.

Test 1223 and 1220 Poplar. 1220 is 120 ac. with pond fed by SCS dam, and
Geo Trans study found Lead-210, which is a decay product of Radon-222,
a gas that is a decay product of Uranium.

8.

Will the Dodge property be tested, where Plutonium was discovered in 1995?

•27

Plutonium tests set for Canon City
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By Tracy Harmon j Posted: Saturday, November 16, 2002 12:00 am
•

ON CHTY - More than 17 volunteers signed up during a public meeting Thursday to become part

of a working group that will help the Colorado Department of Public Health choose 20 sites for soil
sampling near the Cotter Uranium Mill in the Lincoln Park community.
Public pressure, stemming from concern that an independent study previously done in the 1990s

found some plutonium in dust in an attic in Lincoln Park, has prompted the state to agree to sample
soil at 20 sites in the area. Although Phil Stoffey, on-site clean up coordinator for the state, said he
understood the data was not allowed in court and the lab conducting that independent study was
discredited, tests will be conducted to search for plutonium, uranium, lead and molybdenum in

Lincoln Park area soil.
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Cotter Corp. Environmental Afffairs Manager Stewe lUnd• said hie-does not thini there are any
sources of plutonium and he does not believe the tests will find anything other than \'1 bckground\"
levcels.

\VCertainly there was never an incinerator for plutonium at our site. That accusation just isn't true and I
, jj 1"
will say that everywhere and every time the topic comes up,\" Landau said. Q1samples will be split and tested by the state, the EPA, Cotter and an independent lab hired by the
Colord Citizens Against Toxic Waste.
Canon City resident Emily Tracy urged the state to collect samples away from the mill site such as the
neighborhood of Brookside. Canon City Re-2 Finance Director Burt Huszcza suggested the state
sample at McKinley Elementary School; and the Brookside School which is used by Fremont County
Head Start.
Among other testing sites suggested by some of the approximately 50 citizens in attendance at a
public meeting Thursday night were the Canon City Rodeo Grounds, the Canon City Middle School,
the Fremont County Family Center, Shadow Hills Golf Course, all Lincoln Park area churches and
several private residences.
Several citizens also urged state health officials to test the Cotter impoundment ponds where tailings,
or the byproducts of the uranium milling process, are stored at the mill site.
Stoffey said the state has not wanted to test the impoundments in order to preserve the 30-inch clay
and hypalon fabric liners which prevent leaks into the groundwater.
•ffey, who will oversee the sample collection, said the state helps monitor five locations around the
impoundments. Using magnesium as a tracer (because it can seep through the clay liner) Stoffey said
there has been no indication of leakage from the impoundments. Radiation laboratory health physicist

Tony Harrison will be in charge of collecting and testing the soil samples. Because of his work at the
Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons site near Denver, Harrison said he has become good at finding
plutnium and has refined the expensiwe and time consuming procedure.
wigcollected manny samples around the state to determine background lewils for plutonium,
Harrison said the average background of plutonium in Colorado is 0.04 to 0.05 parts per million, a
result of fallout from nuclear weapons testing conducted in the 1950s and 1960s.,,°
Lew~ls of plutonium in soils collected as close as Penrose and the Huerfano But are a little higher
than state awerage at 0.05 to 0.07 parts per million, he said.
Harrison said it helps the testing process if he can look in the areas where pre"vailing winds blow (both
to the west and east of the mill). He also pointed out that he prefers testing undisturbed soil.
Harrison expects to find average plutonium leveis and said anything two or three times greater,
roughly 0.15 or more, cannot be attributed to background.
\"After taking 20 samples, if there is evidence of significant plutonium contamination, we will be back
and we will take plenty of sample s,\" Harrison explained.
Harrison hopes that the newly formed working group can meet within a week to draft a list of testing
sites. A second meeting will be conducted to finalize the list with consideration giwen to suggestions
deby the public during a 30-day comment period.
If all goes as planned, Harrison will collect the soil samples in December and will hawe raw data
awailable within six weeks. Final analyses should be completed within 10 weeks.
\"So by March or so, we should hawe some data to look at and talk about what kind of conclusions we
can draw,\" Harrison said.
The public still has until Dec. 2 to submit comments on other suggested sampling locations. A
preliminary testing plan can be reviewed at the Canon City Public Library, Fifth and Macon.
Comments can be mailed to Brian Vamvakias, acting manager of the radiations services program,
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, 8100 Lowry B1-d, Denwer, CO 802303090.
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~Denver

Uranium mill gets mixed signs from stapte feds
Cotter dump plans OK'd, rejected
Denver Post Enwireemeivt Writer

Saturday, ianuary 04, 2003 - The state health department and the U.S. Envii~onmE ntal Protection Agency
either can't agree, can't decide or haven't recently discussed whether the CotterI Uran um Mill is a safe place to
dump 470,000 tons of mildly radioactive dirt from New Jersey.
Friday afternoon, the EPA said the Fremont County mill's inability to meet state healtt department regulations
makes It an unfit site to dispose of waste from federal Superfund sites.
But one day earlier, the state health department sent Cotter a letter lifting the stisper •ion it imposed this
summer on the mill's authorization to accept radioactive waste.-.-- •
O
"You tell me what's going on," Cotter's executive vice president, Rich Ziegler, said Fri ay afternoon shortly
aft:er getting the EPA letter.
""
L•
•••/•C"
•k
'
Ziegler speculated that the conflicting letters are the product of poor communicaition It
i
health department's Laboratory and Radiation Services Division, or LARS.

teen the EPA and the

A has discussed these items in detail with the state, and it is our understanddig th; DtLARS is addressing
in separate correspondence and discussions with you," according to the Fri1 ay lk ter to Cotter from
an Clough, assistant regional administrator in the EPA's Office of Partnersh'4ips at d Regulatory

Assistance.

"We strongly encourage Cotter to work with LARS to come into full compliance •ith al state radiation
requirements as soon as possible."
The EPA gave Cotter 60 days to resolve violations, including worker safety and faulty
state.

quipment, cited by the

Ziegler said company officials will meet with representatives of the two agencies ito sti lighten out the
confusion over whether the mill's plan to accept the dirt is on track.
The dirt deliveries are not imminent, however.

I(

•(

-•i•Lt

The health department's letter instructed Cotter to reapply for a license, which wbuid
muddled process that already has taken a year.

i=cat
the

clock on a

And Cotter still faces stiff opposition from residents in Fremont County, who are threal .ning to fight the
shipments In court if necessary.•
Cotter wants to earn millions of dollars in fees to dispose of the contaminated dirt on i
radioactive holding ponds.

0
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The dirt would come from a Maywood, N.J., factory that once extracted toium• a carncer-causing chemical,
for use in lantern burners.I
lle state health department blocked Cotter's plan last summer after finding unitelate•l worker safety and
Wblic health violations in April. It then found more problems in November.
The mill has since corrected the most serious of the state agency's concerns, th• one affecting workers,
according to a letter from David Butcher, director of LARS.
Cotter, the health department found, had done a poor job of monitoring how mu~ch r2 iation workers at the
uranium mill were receiving.
in November, Cotter was cited for allowing its uranium processing equipment, nbt cu rently in use, to fall into
disrepair, which the EPA noted in its letter.
The health department's letter cautioned Cotter that its decision is based on thei work .r safety issues that
have been addressed, but is "not a reflection of other EPA concerns" over the equiprn t.

j
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No
plutonium
in
soil
:partment reports on test results for Lincoln Park area
•ter•
•*'s Lincoln Park
elevation of plu;olorado Departid Environment.
near the Cotter
w results below
quire no further
*vento, executive
.•partment, in a
cate no signifi•esent above the

back~ground
levelssome
fromlevel
nuclear
fallout."
All soils contain
of plutonium
as the result of above-ground nuclear testing in the 1950s and 1960s said the health
department press release.
Plutonium is a radioactive material that
is found in small amounts in nature but is
mostly produced in nuclear reactors. It
has been found to cause lung, liver and
bone cancer in animals.
"We've not formally seen the press
release or the soil sample results," said
CCAT spokeswoman Sara Kitchen. "But
we're completely happy that the health
department has steppe d up to do the soil
samples. We see this as a hopeful sign that

they are going to make a turnaround and
be more protective of the citizens."
Soil samples were taken from 20 Lincoln
Park locations in January and were tested
by the health department and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. Some of
the samples were taken at the rodeo
grounds, Lakeside Cemetery, the location
of the Head Start program, McKinley Elementary School, Shadow Hills Golf Course,
at the railroad trestle west of Oak Street
and at the Cotter plant.
Fifty to 60 soil samples were taken at
each of the locations, which were chosen
by Lincoln Park residents on recommendations from Tony Harrison, the health physi-

TV OF CANON City
EARS SAWS TAX COLLECTIONS BY M1•TI

cist for the health department's Radiation
Services Program. Half of the samples
taken were on private land and half were
on the Cotter Mill site. The samples were
then combined and split among the health
department, the EPA, Cotter and Colorado
Citizens Against Toxic .Waste.
The heal th department's results did not
match exactly with the EPA's results,
which is to be expected, said Benevento.
"We would not get identical results even
re-running the same samples on the same
equipment. However, the results of the
department's and EPA's tests are statistiSee PUBLIC, back page

official
in custod
Republican
Guard
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CAI•ON CITY, COLORADO

THE GREATER ROYAL GORGE REION

State: No plut,
Health department reports on te•
Kathryn
Alfisi
'Doily tRecord
'Staff Rep'orte'r''
•The soil in Cation City's Lincoln Park
area shows no significant elevation of plutonium, according to the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.
Lincoln Park is located near the Cotter
Uranium Processing Mill.
"Both sets of data show results below
any health concern and require no further
action," said Douglas Benevento, executive
director at the health department, in a
press release. "They indiate no significant level of plutonium present above the

baclkground
levelssome
fromlevel
nuclear
fallout."
All soils contain
of plutonium
as the result of above-ground nuclear testing in the 1950s and 1960s Said the health
department press release.
Plutonium is a radioactive material that
is found in small amounts in nature but is
mostly produced in nuclear reactors. It
has been found to cause lung, liver and
bone cancer in animals.
"We've not formally seen the press
release or the soil sample results," said
CCAT spokeswoman Sara Kitchen. "But
we're completely happy that the health
department has stepped up to do the soil
samples. We see this as a hopeful sign that
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*had uioved is peint. (Cafim Cky Dail Record, Au&, 6,2003)
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No excess plutonium in Ca•on City soil samples
lTh soil in Cation City's Lkino Park area shows no s~ifaiIca e~v'alin ofpktonizn, Lcori to tit
Colorado Deatnr ofPitSc Health aix nd vk~oamt Litnokn Park is located rear tiet CotterUrnz

"Both sets of data show rsk below any leaklt coe ami reur no lztltr acin' sail Dougls
Beitveiio, exc•tv director at ltl frakth deattt
in a press release. "Ilty indicate, no s•ilr

evel of

pktimimpresert above lth backgoiul leveis from rutlear faioi" Al mso colajia scur level of pkitoin as
lit result of abow,-gSoiuxl rclear tesing iilt• 1950s andl 1960s said lth lutah deaui
press release. Soil
samples were taken from 20 Lirtoki Parkl c~atk• ki Janmay 2003 and were teste b lith hcakh deparntmit
aii ith U.S. Enviormtrtal Protectixi Agerx-y. (Canon City Daly Record, July 24, 2003)

* RESULrTS OF SA4MPLING Ibr PLLTONIJU,. URA'4NT 4.tLA3D und! MO! •B3DUY? N-UE
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Governor signs bill imposing additional requirements on Cotter Corp.
nw lk~eixg
Colorado House •ix Senate approved

On May 7, 2003, Cok~rado kiwnukers passed andi sent to ithgovxar a bill iToi
reqtknilm

s onthit Cotte Corp. iranumnnil itar Cation City. ltI
HB1358, lth Cottr-bilL
lTI
any
imon rce with a penxhkg appkai to receive up to 470,000 tons of adoctv soil from a

appkaton- would cont iunder HB1358 rules. Upon Gov. Bill Ow 'is•b, lth new HB1358 kaw wil
require lth coqayto pay lth coixt $50,000 fir an indepemdert study oftihi
knact ofnltwby proposed

.

waste oprlki at lth site. It wE reur a ntt
ftr pubk conxm~t to be coxre by a ntiao chosen
by li state. (Puzebl Chie1aii May S, 2003)
On June 3, 2003, Goveno BE Owens sigtd lth bil. (Cafik City Dail Record June 5, 2003)
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State: radioactive waste shipmnts to Cajon City mil

Anthony Belaski
Canon City, Colorado 81212
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September 2. 2003

Mr. Ken Salazar
Attorney General
State of Colorado
1525 Sherman St., 7th Floor
Denver, Colorado 80203

CLLSY4

RE: Colorado vs. Cotter Corporal ion
U.S. District Court/Civil Cas.e 83-C-2389

tk~
~

Dear General Salazar:
I am writing to inform you what I believe is a serious violation of the Consent
Decree/Remedial Action plan ordered by U.S. District Judge Carrigan in Colorado vs.
Cotter Corporation in 1988.
In 1983, the Colorado Attorney General, on behalf of the people of Colorado, filed suit
against the Cotter Corporation in U. S. District Court for off-site radioactive and other
contamination to the surrounding communities. Eventually, the basis of this suit
provided justification to the EPA to have the Lincoln Park area placed on the National
Priority List as a Superfund site. It remains as a Superfund site to this day.
It took several years to resolve this law suit, and a "Consent Decree/Remedial Action
Plan" was finally ordered in 1988 by U. S. District Judge Carrigan. In that document, the
court specifically detailed how the Cotter Corporation would manage their tailings
impoundments (among other things), and presumably, how the Colorado Department of
Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) would regulate and enforce the court's
directives. Obviously, the specifics of the Consent Decree/Remedial Action Plan (RAP)
were not developed by the court but by a joint effort between CDPHE, EPA and other
agencies.
Following issuance of the Consent Decree/RAP, Cotter Corporation was essentially
forced into further negotiations by the CDPHE to resolve contentious issues which
remained in the RAP. The method chosen to resolve these issues was called "Total
Quality Environmental Management" (TQEM). As an "Agreement State", Colorado took
the lead in detailing the specific details Cotter was to follow in managing it's operation.
Although CDPHE assumed the lead in this process, EPA, the Colorado Geological
Survey, and the U. S. Geological Survey along with Cotter Corporation also participated.
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When completed, the TQEM process detailed a number of refinements and clarifications
to the RAP which all parties to the process agreed upon to allow Cotter Corporation to
continue operations through the state radioactive materials licensing process. In effect,
the standards and limits negotiated and established through the TQEM process are
considered to have a direct and binding nexus to the RAP. Moreover, provisions and
directives established in the RAP and TQEM could be considered to carry the same
weight (perhaps even more) than Colorado Regulations or radioactive materials licensing
conditions.
This is where the problem lies. I submit to you that the Cotter Corporation has
deliberately and substantially violated conditions of the Consent Decree/Remedial
Action Plan/TQEM to the point where it endangers the health and well being of the
people of Colorado. Specifically, the Cotter Corporation has allowed it's tailings
impoundments to dewater (evaporate) on a number of occasions, and by doing so,
exposing uranium and other radioactive tailings to off-site migration via the wind. I
further submit to you that these violations were done with the full knowledge of CDPH
staff and that when questioned these staff minimized these events as being unimportant.
Cotter's tailings impoundments total approximately 135 acres (91 acres in the primary,
and 44 acres in the secondary). I have taken the liberty of forwarding you several
documents/photographs for your review of this matter. They are:
1. Pages 46-50 of the RAP. This highlighted document details the court's concern
regarding the potential for the secondary impoundment becoming a source of wind borne
radioactive particulates. It should be clear that the court required Cotter Corporation to
keep at least one foot of liquid (water) over the entire secondary impoundment to prevent
off-site migration of radioactive particulates.
2. Aerial Photograph, Canon City Daily Record, August 2002, published in "Cotter
Files" October 18, 2002. This photograph clearly shows exposed tailings in the
secondary impoundment (lower left center-smaller of two impoundments). Such
exposure of the tailings is a direct violation of the RAP. CDPHE staff have indicated that
such tailings exposures occur from time-to-time and when noted they have told Cotter
staff to cover the tailings with water. It should be noted that Cotter has never be cited
with a license condition violation for allowing this impoundment to dewater. This
impoundment is also purported to contain radioactive waste from the 'Manhattan
Project.'
3. Pages 155-156 of the RAP. This highlighted document details the court's concern
regarding the potential for the primary impoundment becoming a source of wind borne
radioactive particulates. This matter was further detailed and refined during the TQEM
process (see item 4. below)
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4. Page 8, 71, and 87 of Cotter Corporation's Environmental Report (TQEM). These
highlighted documents reflect the negotiated standard of management for the primary
impoundment. They reveal:
a. "Airborne emissions will be controlled by establishing a maximum surface area
of 10 acres for exposed dry tailings"(page 8).
b. "By contrast, the maximum exposed tailings surface area for proposed (now
current) operations is 10 acres with an annual average area of 5 acres or less (compared
to the previous 40 - 100 acres."
c."....... describes an ALRA (as low as reasonably achievable) strategy for
keeping the exposed surface to less than 10 acres, and placing 6 inches of clean soil on
the pile as it "grows" (rather than waiting until all tailings were deposited and then
placing a soil cover)". Notably, Cotter has never placed 6 inches of clean soil over any
tailings in it's impoundments.
4. Digital photograph taken December 2002. This photograph reveals the extent of
dry"tailings in the primary impoundment. The low liquid levels were noted by a CDPI{E
staff member in July 2002 without apparent remedial action by December 2002, even
though the City of Canon City had indicated it could comfortably supply sufficient water
to meet Cotter's needs. This impoundment is approximately 91 acres in size, and even to
the casual observer it should be clear the 10 acre TQEM maximum exposure of tailings
has been exceeded.
You may wonder why this is so important.
Although I am a layperson in respect to matters of radiation, I am knowledgeable enough
to understand the potential health dangers of exposure to uranium mill tailings. Although
there are potentially several areas of danger to such materials, my particular concern in
this matter apply to the known scientific phenomena of the radioactive decay process
from uranium mill tailings. Although radon emissions occur naturally in Colorado,
emissions are significantly higher from mill tailings because of the much greater
concentration of source materials (uranium, radium, etc.) gathered in a small space.
Although it has been established that radon is a carcinogenic there is one additional
problem with this radioactive gas which involves it's decay process. As radium and
uranium decay (on a continuous basis) they produce radon. Once released as a gas, radon
has a half-life of approximately 3.8 days, from this point (in less than 1 hour) it undergoes
further decay and results in a mildly radioactive form of lead (lead 210). The lead 210
remains intact for a half life of approximately 22 years when it decays into lead 206
which is a stable isotope of this element.
Either in it's form as lead-210 or lead-206, lead is known to have a detrimental effect on
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the health of humans, particularly children.
Approximately 8 months ago the CDPHE performed soil testing in, and around the area
of Lincoln Park. Although the focus of their testing was other materials they found lead
at alarming levels in the perimeter surrounding the Cotter facility. Some of the test sites
revealed lead levels well in excess of 'background' and even EPA established 'cleanup"
levels. One site in particular tested 1000 times that of "background." Given the limited
number of sites tested, one could surmise that similar contamination (either greater or
lesser) could be documented upon further examination although it is my impression the
CDPHE is not taking any initiative on it's own to test further. At any rate, it would
appear Canon City/Lincoln Park has a lead contamination problem of potentially major
proportions.
Although the source of the lead contamination is unknown at this time I would present
the hypothesis that a good place to start looking is the Cotter Corporation. Their
operation is scientifically established as a source of lead through the radon decay process
and they have had uranium mill tailings exposed since the late 1950's.
Some fingers have been pointed at the old New Jersey Zinc mill which closed some time
ago as a potential source of the lead contamination. It is really easy to determine if it is
one or the other. If lead 210 is found the source is Cotter.
In conclusion I would like to make the following points:
1. It should be clear the Cotter Corporation has violated the conditions of the Consent
Decree in Colorado vs. Cotter Corporation in respect to the ongoing management of their
tailings impoundments. Given the fact the people of Colorado were plaintiffs in this
action taken by the Attorney General, they should receive some benefit from the
violation. I suggest the following:
a. A substantial fine be requested from the court for non-adherence to it's order.
b. That Cotter's radioactive material license be suspended or revoked due to noncompliance with critical issues contained within the Consent Decree.
2. Given the fact Cotter's actions in this matter were deliberate and knowing (or
should have known) such actions may jeopardize the health and well-being of the people
of Colorado that the following actions be initiated:
a. Criminal proceedings be initiated against the officers of the Cotter Corporation
under existing Colorado statutes for "Willful Misconduct."
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b. That, upon a finding of guilt in any criminal action, substantial criminal fines be
requested from the court.
In closing, I want to extend my appreciation for your consideration in this matter. Your
good office came to bat for our community in 1983, and hopefully the effort extended at
that time had some meaning and lasting effect. Your predecessors spent enormous
amounts of time, energy and money to bring about successful closure of this lengthy civil
case on behalf of the people of Colorado. I hope you agree the roadmap provided in the
Consent Decree/RAP directed by the court is viewed as mandatory and not arbitrarily as
something optional.
If I can provide further information please do not hesitate to contact me. My home
telephone number is 719-275-11 (cell 719-429-2127). Additionally, I would appreciate
receiving a response to my letter. Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

Anthony Belaski

attachments
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November 19, 2003
Canon City, CO 81212
Dear Sir:
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request that I be identified as seeking party status

in the matter of Cotter Corporation and their request for a rehewal license.
The nature of my interest is:
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These are the specific aspects of the hearing I wish to address:
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These are the specific grounds on which I am affected or aggrieved:
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Please consider my genuine concerns for my personal welfare and that of the
community in granting me party status. I will look forward to hearing your decision.
Sincerely,
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